Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) measurement and extraction are important tasks for personalized-spatial audio. Many laboratories have their own apparatuses for data-collection but few studies have compared their results to a common subject or have modeled inter-dataset variances. We present a Bayesian fusion method based on Gaussian process (GP) modeling of joint spatial-frequency HRTFs over different spherical-measurement grids. Neumann KU-100 dummy HRTFs from 7 labs in the "Club Fritz" study are compared and fused to each other based on learning a set of transformations from the GP data-likelihood and covariance assumptions; parameter and hyperparameter training is automatic. Experimental results show that fused models for horizontal and median-plane HRTFs generalize the datasets better than pre-transformed ones.
INTRODUCTION
Human sound localization in 3D is based partially on the monaural and binaural cues that arise from a source's acoustic wave scattering off of the listener's anatomy (torso, head, and outer ears). The ratio of the Fourier Transform of this wave measured at the listener's eardrum to that which would have been present at the head-center location in the absence of the listener is called the Head-Related Transfer Function (HRTF) [1] and is unique to each person due to differences in anthropometry. Knowing a person's HRTF enables one to synthesize life-like auditory scenes.
While many research labs have measured HRTFs for human listeners, very few comparisons have been made between common subjects; how inter-lab HRTF datasets can be compared and then combined for greater predictive performance remain open questions. Indeed, several sub-problems from the selection of a common subject, the correspondence between different HRTF measurement grids, and the class of transformations that models interlab HRTF variances must be answered. Causes of inter-lab variances may arise from measurement noise, positioning errors, nonomnidirectional directivity patterns, temperature dependent equipment transfer function drifts, from incompatible free-field equalizations etc. Learning a set of transformations that captures the interlab dataset variances for a common subject may generalize the variances between measurement processes, which can then be applied to HRTFs of subjects unique to each database. This enables developments in the study of HRTF statistics in a Bayesian setting where larger populations provide greater predictive value.
To answer such questions, a large round-robin activity was organized [2] . We made use of this rather unique "Club Fritz" database of Neumann KU-100 dummy HRTF measurements from 7 * Partial support of NSF award IIS-1117716 is gratefully acknowledged.
labs. Each dataset is defined over separate measurement grids in the spherical coordinate domains shown in Fig. 1 with corresponding HRTF measurements 1 in those directions. The measurement grids vary substantially over the sphere, which makes difficult to match measurements between datasets. We propose a joint spatial-frequency Bayesian model where same-subject HRTF measurements Hi(θj, φj, ωj) for all datasets Di are assumed to be drawn from the same latent function f (nonparametric) with GP priors; GPs are random fields where any finite subset of random variables are jointly Gaussian and defined by prior mean and covariance functions [3] . The covariance assumption asserts that topologically similar direction-frequency inputs produce similar realizations of magnitude HRTF frequency responses with high probability; this coincides with the observation that magnitude HRTFs are often smooth in the spatial-frequency domains [4] . See sections 2 and 3 for a review of GPs and our covariance model.
While the smoothness assumption is consistent for samesubject HRTFs collected within a lab [4] , this may not be true for inter-lab datasets as shown by HRTF measurements in Fig. 3 ; HRTF measurements from different labs are inconsistent with a quantitative data-likelihood measure given the GP priors as defined in section 4. We address the issue of recovering the source data discrepancies by learning two types of transformations that improves the combined data-likelihood; the impulse response spectrum and timedomains are point-wise multiplied by unknown filters to be learned (equalization and windowing) in sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. One dataset in every combined model remains constant; this stops 1 HRTF measurements are preprocessed by recovering their minimumphase Head-Related Impulse Responses (HRIR) to remove time-delay, resampling the HRIR to 44100 kHz, taking the magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform of the first 256 taps, truncating to the 0 − 18 kHz range, and scaling the magnitude range to (0, 1). We use the term HRTF measurement to refer exclusively to HRTF magnitude.
any transformation from degenerating towards the prior mean and interpreted as fusing source datasets D i =t to a fixed-target dataset Dt. Experiments show that transformed datasets generalize target datasets better than pre-transformed cases in section 5.
GAUSSIAN PROCESS REGRESSION
In a general regression problem, one predicts a scalar target variable y from a D-dimensional vector x of independent variables based on a collection of available observations (measurements). In a parametric model, the problem is one of estimating the parameters of the model based on the data. When a parametric model is unknown, a common Bayesian approach of inference assumes that the observation y is generated by an unknown latent function f (x) and is corrupted by additive (Gaussian) noise y = f (x) + , ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), where the noise term is zero centered with constant variance σ 2 . Placing a GP prior distribution on the latent function f (x) enables inference and encodes several useful properties such as local smoothness, stationarity, and periodicity. For any subset of inputs X = [x1, . . . , xN ], the corresponding vector of function values f = [f (x1), f (x2), . . . , f (xN )] has a joint N -dimensional Gaussian distribution that is specified by the prior mean m(x) and covariance K(xi, xj) functions given by
For N training outputs y and N * test outputs f * , we define the Gram matrixK = K f f + σ 2 I as the pair-wise covariance evaluations between training and test predictors given by matrices
GP inference is a marginalization over the function space f, which expresses the set of test outputs conditioned on the test inputs, training data, and training inputs as a normal distribution P (f * |X, y, X * ) ∼ N (f * , cov (f * )) given bȳ
For inference, we treat the posterior meanf * for inputs X * in Eq. 3 as the interpolant, which is parameterized by the covariance function K, its hyperparameters, and the supports (X, y).
PRIOR COVARIANCE AND MEAN MODELS
The GP prior covariance function establishes the degree of correlation between any subset of realizations (magnitude frequency responses) f (θ, φ, ω) as a function of input spherical coordinates and frequencies. The product of separable covariance functions is investigated for HRTF measurements [4] , which takes advantage of the HRTF parameterization by Cartesian outer-product inputs X = X (θφ) × X (ω) ; the Gram matrix K f f decomposes into
Kronecker tensor products (KTP)
) of separable covariance evaluations in the spatial X (θφ) and spherical X (ω) domains respectively. Efficient KTP computations for GP inference and hyperparameter training can also be found in [5] .
We adopt the stationary covariance function K(C h , r) = K1(C h )K2(r) of the product of the Matérn (ν = 3/2) covariance function [3] for Chordal distance C h = 2 sin
and the spectral density of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) auto-covariance [6] for frequency distance r = |ωi − ωj| given by
Hyperparameters α, λ, and are the global-scale factor, the rate of mean drift to 0 in the OU process, and the characteristic lengthscale between zero-crossings of 1D functions drawn from the GP prior with mean 0 respectively. Other combinations of covariance products including Matérn ν = {1/2, 5/2, ∞} lead to lower datalikelihood estimates in Eq. 5 for individual datasets Di after hyperparameter training. The prior mean m(x) = 0 ensures that the posterior mean reverts to 0 at the frequency limits; the interpolantf representing the transfer function has finite integration.
DATA FUSION
We first establish notation as follows: For T HRTF datasets, let inputs X = X {1} , . . . , X
{T } correspond to observations y = y {1} ; . . . ; y {T } by the dataset pairings Di = X {i} , y {i} ;
datasets have different measurement grids but share the same frequencies, which serve as valid inputs for the covariance model in Eq. 4. Indeed, a single latent function f can be specified over the full dataset (X, y) but will not be consistent with GP priors; large variations between datasets, even after free-field equalization, motivate a second data-transformation step proposed between a set of source datasets D i =t and a fixed-target dataset Dt. The setup encourages transformations to co-vary source datasets with the target dataset without specifying priors over the transformation parameters; the former uses target datasets as priors, the latter would require knowledge of inter-lab variance which we aim to learn. Formally, let function gt(y) with parameters Θ {t} transform the observation-vector y for fixed-observations y {t} and inputvector X. If GP prior mean and covariance functions are specified over a latent function ft with isotropic noise over transformed observations gt(y), then the data-likelihood of gt(y) is the probability of having been drawn from the modified joint-prior normal distribution in Eq. 2. The related negative log-marginal likelihood objective function and its partial derivatives w.r.t. covariance hyperparameter Θ {K,t} i and transform-parameters Θ {t} i are given by
The closed-form derivatives provide automatic model-selection and transform-parameter learning by gradient descent methods. Several transform-functions gt with physical interpretations are considered.
Equalization-Transform
The equalization-transform applies a common separable filter (diagonal-matrix vector product) to measurements in the direction-frequency domains given by
where given by
where ei the i th column of the identity matrix. If T uK
where gt(y)u = gt(y) − Θ {t,i,1} j u and gt(y)v = gt(y) − Θ {t,i,2} j v zero-out the entry with the parameter as a leading coefficient. Optimizing parameters thus monotonically increase the log-marginal likelihood objective function Lt with fast convergence.
Window-Transform
The window-transform simulates windowing in the time-domain via a symmetric Toeplitz-matrix vector product in the directionfrequency domain given by
where bdg [A1, A2] generates a block-diagonal matrix with diagonal elements as square matrices A1, A2 and 0 s off-diagonal. Task-independent transformations Φ {i} t are Kronecker products of symmetric-Toeplitz matrices Tp (a) jk = a |j−k|+1 generated from weights (parameters) Θ {t,i,1} , and Θ {t,i,2} of the same size as Eq. 6. Optimizing parameters w.r.t. the objective function Lt can be interpreted as learning a set of discrete and symmetric point-spread functions from sources to target datasets. The partial derivatives u = ∂gt(y)/∂Θ {t,i,1} j and v = ∂gt(y)/∂Θ {t,i,2} j are given by
where
The local minimum has the closed-form expression identical to Eq. 8 after substitutions, which allows multiple parameters to quickly converge during joint-optimization. The composition of the window-transform gw,t and the equalization-transform ge,t given by gw,t(ge,t(y)) can easily be optimized by modifying Eq. 8: For parameters Θ {t} w ∈ gw,t, observation vector y is replaced with ge,t(y) in Eqs. 9 and 10. For parameters Θ {t} e ∈ ge,t, both the partial derivatives ∂Φ from Eq. 9. The front-to-end process is summarized in Fig. 2 .
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Figure 2: Flow-diagram for GP model-selection and transformparameter learning. Free-field equalized HRIRs along the horizontal and median-planes are preprocessed 1 into HRTF measurements. Covariance hyperparameters Θ {K,t} for interpolant ft are independently trained for 100 iterations via Eq. 5 for GPs specified over the target dataset Dt only. Interpolant ft specified over transformed datasets gw,i(ge,i(y)) with trained GP prior covariance hyperparameters Θ {K,t} have initial transform-parameters Θ 
EXPERIMENTS
The generalization error of each fused GP interpolantft is the prediction error at the original inputs X {t} given by the signal-todistortion ratio (SDR) over spatial-frequency inputs (θi, φi, ω): 
where Hω(θi, φi) = y ω,θ i ,φ i is the magnitude HRTF observation andĤω(θi, φi) =f ω,θ i ,φ i is the posterior mean in Eq. 3. Indeed, the SDRs for interpolantft specified over the transformed
